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About This Game

In Heavenly Battle you will be able to :
- Fly on a plane

- Destroy lots of different enemies
- Develop your plane

- Be cruising for a bruising
- Kill your time

- Kill lots of bosses!
- An interesting ending?

- Secret mode after full walkthrough for "hardcore-players"?
-AND ALL THIS AMAZING BRILLIANCE in retro-style directly in televisor in your display!
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The non-serious, overly comic style of writing may be enjoyable by some and not by others. However, dying in a random way
when two options are given, with no idea what can or should happen, more than two hours into the story in the seventh chapter
and no having a chance to even re-start that chapter, instead being forced to start again from the very first page, is not something
anyone should enjoy.
. This is a very addictive and challenging game! I really like these kind of casual games and it has a very retro yet modern vibe
to it. For a first version it is a descent game, but I am hoping that they will make an update soon to include some new obstacles
and hopefully add some more levels or characters. This would be great to play against someone else! I highly recommend this
game when you have several minutes to spare.. This was a fun little demo. I liked the creepy athmosphere and solving the
puzzles. Everything ran smoothly and worked great. Can't wait for the full game.. A very good game. Combination of rpg + card
is a masterpiece

- Very good music
- Excellent art
- Engaging combat

Extra content - The colliseum is so challenging.. with restriction on every level. I first found this game on Android and it
recently came up on a Humble bundle. I must admit I very much doubted that it'd scale well to PC, after all there are so many
games that just don't scale to a PC well. Greed Corp isn't an exception to this. It's begging for a windowed mode. Let me
explain.

The strategy and gameplay is still pretty good it's a nice game to just sit and play. It's very area or control based, but doesn't tax
your concentration too much. You could easily be playing this whilst watching something else on your computer. If you could
window the game it'd be great to multi-task on the computer with. Sadly, I don't seem to be able to do that here.

Personally, I'd recommend putting the game on your phone or tablet rather than PC. It's a decent little game and has a fair play
time (at least two hours to complete the campaign), but isn't really a fully fledged PC game.
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what the %^&* guys i beat the game an a hour and with the first person i picked step up your game.. If I were you, I would keep
an eye on this game. However, at this point it still needs quite a lot of work.

Pros:

*Good building mechanics

*Very Interesting world with changing weather\/seasons\/terrain

*Decent survival elements

Cons:

*Very unbalanced between enemies\/enviornment\/resources.

*Impossible to see at night

*Get an illness\/injury and it is not clear what to do before it kills you.

*Clipping issues

Has a lot of potential to be a great gem. But, at this point, it's certainly not worth the price.

. If you're reading this, you've most likely been playing through the LEGO Marvel Super Heroes game, and have pretty much
enjoyed it. I certainly did!
What you get here is essentially a skin pack at first. The highlight of this are, of course, Dark Phoenix, who in-game is Iron Man
and Jean Grey combined. Those of you who know the comics will be happy to know she's one of the most powerful in game
characters. The runners-up are the fan favourite Winter Soldier, Falcon, and the awesome purple-comics Hawkeye, who goes
really well with the Cloud Rider vehicle.
The bigfigs are Thanos, the Mad Titan, with the added feature of shooting stuff, and A-bomb.
The rest are fairly simple - Beta-Ray Bill as Thor, and the Venom\/Spider-Man suit.
Another feature is the in-game races, which you can only use with the Spider-Mobile and Hawkeye's Skycycle. They really are a
gripe when you have to go all the way back through the game to get the vehicles, as only they can work.

In all, lots of fun. A bit more for the fans, as some particularly comic-centric characters are included, but worth it, preferably on
sale.. So this is not a polished, deeply involved game. The dialogue in the tutorial is rough. The resolution isn't good. (Though
the Alt-Enter trick to make it full screen helps considerably). The graphics are serviceable.

It's a fun little survival roguelike, however. You pick three characters to start and pick three goals from among a list of easy and
difficult tasks that comprise your winning condition. You then give your characters tasks each day to build up your base, gather
resources, sleep, explore, etc. Win or lose, you get some points that you can use to unlock new characters to choose from in your
next play through.

There is quite a lot of variety in characters, skill upgrades, and equipment. Combat is straightforward and brutally fair. There's a
real risk of dying all of the time, which keeps you engaged.

Would I have wanted to pay $25 for this? No. Was it worth my five bucks? Definitely.. Whats up with bad reviews which was
given by people who spent less than 0.1 hours on the program? dafuq.
Anyways, the program is quite great compared to the price.. Short but sweet. Poetic, musical, and with a nice visual style to
boot.
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